9TH INDIA DESIGN SUMMIT HELD

Panaji: September 21, 2019

The Confederation of Indian Industries in association with National Institute of Design and Indian Design Council called 19th India Design Summit on Friday at Dona Paula in Goa. The theme of the Summit was ‘Design for Society’

The Chief Minister Dr. Pramod Sawant who was Chief guest for the function. While addressing the gathering he said that, designers play important role in planning development. They provide proper road map, indications which help to achieve desired target. The theme of the Summit is design for Society is itself reflects the very objective.

Dr. Sawant said that the Government has a vibrant Goa and smart city projects where designers have scope to work with the Government. The Social Sector doesn’t comprise health education and welfare only but it also involves various other issues of water, housing, sanitation, population control etc. Although politicians strive to bring change on their own level which not enough because to tackle social problems requires proper data, intensive planning where designers have role to play. He appreciated the organizers for organizing Summit in Goa.

The Member Secretary of Indian Design Council Shri Pradhyumna Vyas also spoke on the occasion.

Shri Lalit Saraswat Chairman CII Goa State Council propose the vote of thanks.
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